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A QUESTION OF FAITH
They say March will lead to April. They say the Spring Equinox happened and therefore our Northern Hemisphere
days are already longer than our nights. They say the snow will melt. They say spring will surely come and
summer will follow.
We, of the Great White North Country from one end of this continent to the other, have been particularly patient
this year. We have kept the faith for many months. Now, as April dawns anew, we demand convincing evidence
of the arrival of spring. We are ready to celebrate the miracles that are to come. We want to go sailing!
Back To Top
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LAUNCH OF THE MEGA
The drapes have been pulled back from the project boat that Jerry Powlas has been sweating over for more than
a decade. The launch is planned for this spring and the christening will occur on the weekend of June 28.
We are so excited by the very thought of getting that Mega 30, soon to be named Sunflower, in the water and
out there sailing that we're planning an open house to celebrate her, to celebrate those who have had a hand in
her refit, to celebrate the Good Old Boat staff, and to celebrate you, dear subscribers.
If you can manage to be in the neighborhood of Superior, Wisconsin, (right there on Lake Superior next to
Duluth, Minnesota) on Sunday, June 29, why not come to our open house at Barker's Island Marina? Come meet
some of our staff and fellow sailors, see the project boat, and give Jerry Powlas a high five. We'll be putting more
information on our webpage in June. It's enough at this point to know that we're planning a party and we'd love
to see you there. Save the date!
Back To Top

MEET TROUBADOUR TOM WELLS
If you've been to our boat show booth in recent years, you may have noticed a fellow playing a guitar. Odds are
that guy was Tom Wells. We were so impressed with the songs he composed and performed, we knighted Tom
with the special (and somewhat rare) title of Troubadour. If you asked (and many have) whether Tom was ever
going to record and sell his music, we have a surprise for you.
Tom got busy over the long winter and created two albums, each with 12 original sailing songs. He wrote the
lyrics and developed the music over the years wherever he and his wife, Sandy, happened to be. Odds are the
best songs occurred to Tom where he's the most comfortable: aboard their Tartan 37, Higher Porpoise.
We enjoy Tom's music so much we are always pleased when he shows up at our boat show booth with his guitar.
(It doesn't hurt that he often brings a box of wine along as well.) If you never made it to a boat show or
managed to miss him somehow when you were there, now's your chance to get to know the Good Old Boat
Troubadour. Tom's songs are posted at our downloads site: <http://www.audioseastories.com>. Seven free
sample songs are posted there because we couldn't choose just one or two.
The two downloadable albums are Fun on the Foam, capturing the funny side of sailing, and Song of the Sailor,
representing the serious and philosophical side of this longtime sailor. They're available for $9.95 each. You'll
enjoy the music and lyrics so much we're pretty sure you'll want both. Once you've played them, you'll
understand why this talented and creative sailor has earned the title of Troubadour.
Back To Top
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FOR THE LOVE OF SAILBOATS
Gulf 32 review
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Watertight chainplates
Tearing Levity apart

WHAT'S MORE
You can't get there from here . . .
Our reader's boat photos
Morale boosters
The Alberg 30 turns 50
New product launchings
Reflections: Shoestring cruising
Simple solutions: A cover for a dinghy motor
Quick and Easys: The Reinpin
The view from here: Sunflower blooms
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IN THE NEWS
MAKING CRUISING DREAMS COME TRUE : SSCA CELEBRATES 60 YEARS!
Shellback, Tropic Bird, Black Dolphin, Evening Star, Norwind and Stardust--these are the names of the boats that
inspired dreams--dreams of cruising for the six couples who founded SSCA. And dreams of cruising for those of
us who follow in their wake.
"We had one dream. To go cruising! Boats, boats, boats, and the day we would set to sea--we lived and breathed
it," says SSCA Founder Betty Nissen. Today the Seven Seas Cruising Association is the largest organization of
voyaging cruisers in the world. All of us share the dream of sailing the seas as a lifestyle. Founded in 1952, SSCA
is also one of the oldest organizations of cruisers in the world, and the goals of the original six founders are still
the goals of SSCA today: sharing cruising information, camaraderie, and leaving a clean wake.

TAKE A JULY 4 CRUISE ON THE WORLD'S OLDEST SHIP
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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The USS Constitution fires a 21-gun salute in honor of America's
237th birthday during the ship's annual Fourth of July turnaround
cruise in Boston Harbor on July 4, 2013. (DoD photo by Petty
Officer 2nd Class Thomas Rooney.)
If you're in New England this summer and looking for something
more than a barbecue on Independence Day, why not take a
cruise through Boston harbor on the world's oldest commissioned
warship afloat?
A lottery for 150 open spots on the USS Constitution's annual July
4 voyage went live February 3, for the ship's last turnaround
cruise before it goes into a dry dock for repairs through 2018.
Guests aboard "Old Ironsides" will enjoy a three-hour trip around
the harbor, complete with a 21-gun salute exchange with Fort
Independence on Castle Island in South Boston.
To enter, simply fill out a form (available at http://www.history.navy.mil/ussconstitution) and return it by email
or snail mail by noon on April 15. An April 30 drawing will select the winners, who are allowed to bring one guest.
All attendees must be between the ages of 8 and 70 and in good enough physical condition to go up and down
the ship's narrow ladder wells, as well as stand for prolonged periods in rain or shine.
Launched in 1797 as the third ship in the U.S. Navy's fleet, Constitution defended the new American nation until
1855, defeating five British warships during the War of 1812. Later, she served as a training ship for the Naval
Academy during the Civil War.
Constitution officially retired in 1891 and became a museum ship in 1907. Today she resides in Boston's
Charlestown Navy Yard with 60 active-duty officers and enlisted sailors, who put on ceremonies, educational
outreach, and other special events.

HMS BOUNTY REPORT
On October 29, 2012, the tall ship Bounty sank off Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, while attempting to transit
through the forecasted path of Hurricane Sandy. Three of the 16 people on board were seriously injured, one
crewmember died, and the captain was never found. The National Transportation Safety Board's well-written,
detailed report of the last hours and reasons for the tragedy can be found at
<http://www.ntsb.gov/doclib/reports/2014/MAB1403.pdf>.

COME CRUISE THE NOR'NOR'EAST
GOB subscriber Alan Holman is an organizer for the 150 Sailing Challenge and sent the following enticing
invitation. -Eds
Resident sailors of Atlantic Canada get a kick out of Americans' constant reference to the waters of the
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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Northeast, which seems to be anything from Long Island Sound to the Gulf of Maine, but not much north of that.
There is a lot of fine sailing north of that. Many readers might be familiar with the Bras d'Or Lakes in Nova Scotia
and the waters of the south coast of Newfoundland -- both are northeast of the American Northeast -- and then
there is the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which perhaps we can term the "Nor'Nor'East," where in the summertime the
lobsters are plentiful and the fog, not so much.
As winter turns to spring, sailors, like gardeners with their seed catalogues, pull out their charts and start to
dream of cruises and new ports of call. Perhaps this summer you should consider the waters of the Nor'Nor'East,
which are much warmer than the cold North Atlantic, hence the paucity of fog.
This year, as an added enticement for cruising to the Nor'Nor'East, there is The 150 Sailing Challenge. This is an
interprovincial yacht race being held to celebrate the 1864 Charlottetown Conference, meetings that led to
Canada's founding. The race, which features $7,000 in prize money, will start from Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island, on July 28.
The race will use PHRF scoring and there are two divisions: Division One is for boats flying spinnakers. Division
Two is for cruisers or boats only flying white sails. The entry fee is Cdn$200 if paid before June 15, $250 after
June 15. For more information contact race chairman Eric Gallant at: <http://www.shai.ca/150-sailingchallenge/>.
Back To Top

CALENDAR
STRICTLY SAIL PACIFIC
April 10 – 13
Jack London Square, Oakland, California
The West Coast's largest original all-sail boat show will sail into Jack London Square with all that is hot in the
world of sailing. Whether you are a newbie or a seasoned sailor, this four-day sailing spectacular is the place to
immerse yourself in the world of sailing, check out new sailboats, talk to experts, participate in hands-on
seminars, get on the water, and have fun. For more information go to <http://strictlysailpacific.com>

18TH ANNUAL SOUTH EAST BOATSHOW
April 11 – 13
Metropolitan Park and Marina, Jacksonville, Florida
This three-day event includes live seminars, live music, and the world's most enthusiastic boaters. Hundreds of
new boats and quality brokerage boats of all styles will be displayed and available for purchase. The broad
selection includes sailboats, yachts, kayaks, and marine accessories. If you enjoy boating and sailing, you must
attend. For more information go to: <http://southeastusboatshow.com/>.

ANNAPOLIS SPRING SAILBOAT SHOW
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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April 24 – 27
Annapolis, Maryland, City Dock and Harbor
The show features nearly 80 sailboats on display, new and brokerage, more than 100 maritime (nautical)
exhibitors on land, and Cruisers' University, featuring renowned cruising experts teaching over 120 hours of
elective classes. For more information go to: <http://www.usboat.com/spring-sailboat-show/home>.

SWIFTSURE INTERNATIONAL YACHT RACE
May 24 – 28
Royal Victoria Yacht Club
Victoria, British Columbia
The Swiftsure is a rugged, exacting, and colorful international competition . . . or a boring "Driftsure," sometimes
accompanied by fog and drizzle. Whatever the weather, every year the Swiftsure International Yacht Race is a
major community event, the premiere
long-distance sailing race in the B.C. and U.S. Pacific Northwest area and a festival on shore. It is a race in which
yachts, both racing and cruising, and crews capable of adventure in exposed waters are encouraged to compete
and test their skills. For more information go to: <http://www.swiftsure.org>.

14TH ANNUAL WORLDWIDE SUMMER SAILSTICE CELEBRATION
June 21st 2014
This year's Summer Sailstice will be celebrated on the Summer Solstice (northern hemisphere), June 21, giving
all sailors out on the water the absolute maximum time to sail in daylight.
Summer Sailstice encourages all sailors, from the recreational to the professional, to sign up at
<http://www.summersailstice.com>, a social network where they can share their individual sailing plans, recruit
crew, post stories and create Summer Sailstice events with their yacht clubs, fellow sailors, or sailing
associations. All sailors, regardless of vessel or location, are encouraged to sail "together" wherever they happen
to be on the planet. By registering to participate each year, Summer Sailstice celebrants become eligible to win
prizes supplied by over 400 sailing industry supporters, including Footloose, Hobie, Offshore Sailing, West
Marine, Boat U.S., Harken, Lewmar, Good Old Boat of course, and numerous other respected marine suppliers.
The prize list is topped by a $5,000 certificate toward a BVI charter with Footloose Charters. Winners are selected
by a random drawing in early July 2014.
Back To Top

BOOK REVIEWS
The following book reviews have been posted online.
A Storm Too Soon: A True Story of Disaster, Survival, and an Incredible Rescue by Michael J Touglas
Sailing by Onne van der Wal
Make Your Own Full Boat Enclosure – 3 DVDs, produced by Sailrite
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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The Other Side of the Ice by Sprague Theobald and Allen Kreda
Beyond the West Horizon– Documentary film by Eric and Susan Hiscock
Back To Top

DOLPHINS AND OTTERS
by Richard Brownley
Our editors ran across this letter to the editor in Small Craft Advisor magazine and knew we just had to share it
with our readers too. While Richard Brownley is talking primarily about observations made while kayaking, the
concepts apply equally well to sailors.
A sea kayaking guide who led paddling trips to Baja categorized his groups as either otters or dolphins. Otters
liked to find a nice beach to camp and then spend several days there. They liked to play -- exploring and
enjoying an area with snorkel, camera, or fishing gear. Dolphins, on the other hand, liked to travel. They were
happy to pack up every morning for a day of paddling over new territory and set up a new camp every night. The
contents of their boats reflected the two groups as much as the days' activities. Playful otters had toys like
facemasks and fins, fishing rods and reels, plus stuff like folding chairs and sun umbrellas to make camp
comfortable. Books and reflector ovens provided enjoyable time for otters . . . or, to a dolphin, wasted time.
Dolphins don't like to wait for the bread to rise and they don't like to dig through a lot of stuff that they pack and
unpack every day. Once you appreciate that stuff equals style, you can stop wrestling with whether simplicity is a
virtue.
Rather than struggling to embrace virtue or guiltily ignore it, just look at what you actually do. Consider your
activities and priorities to see where you fit best on the positional versus peripatetic scale. If "on the water"
means "on the go," then go ahead and trim whatever slows you down, be it transport, launch, or getting
underway. Ultralight canoe trippers are a good example. They make one trip down the portage trail because their
packs and canoes are light enough to carry in one load. I make three trips because of little pleasures like
espresso in the morning rather than cold protein shakes. Plus I enjoy the trail's break from paddling, especially
the pack-free walk back for that second load. Just because some virtuous guy never went snorkeling on Walden
Pond doesn't mean you have to feel guilty about your facemask and fins.
It's all about tradeoffs. Each level of comfort and convenience adds complexity and weight. And I suspect it may
be a pain/pleasure, zero sum game. Each item requires its own care and feeding (including your work and money
for the purchase price). And convenience becomes at times a real pain in the neck. Think balky outboard,
clogged marine head, the electrics, and refrigeration having their own little meltdown. At such times oar, Porta
Potti, and ice chest begin to seem not so much Spartan as the easier way to go. In my Thoreau mode I regard
myself not so much virtuous as lazy. My hat's off to those willing to pay the rent on their more complicated -and comfortable -- style. Perhaps the only way out of this zero sum game is if you actually enjoy the care and
feeding -- oiling the teak, polishing the brass, troubleshooting the marine diesel. Maybe those guys in the
boatyard with their polishers and grinders are the enlightened ones. Wax on, wax off.
Who's to say? Not me as I float around in my kayak and ponder such things. There isn't any right answer, only
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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intelligent choices. While Small Craft Advisor tends toward the simpler end of the spectrum, there's still plenty of
room for otters, dolphins, even steamboat captains.
Tradeoffs only mean you can't have it both ways as one kayaker learned. To temper winter's chill he fired up a
little stove within the cockpit. The stove melted a hole in the boat, which sank. In other words, you can't have
your kayak and heat it too.
Back To Top

BERHEENYA
by Peter Burgard (Alan's dad)
In the foothills overlooking Tucson, behind the home of a friend
and fellow sailor, sat a Santana 21. My son Alan and I visited this
house many times over the years. During each visit Alan would
spend time looking over the Santana. Finally, on one visit Alan
asked if it might be for sale. As luck would have it the former
owner, a past Commodore of the Tucson Sailing Club, said yes.
Alan then asked me, "Dad, do you have $500?" Another yes. We
inflated the trailer tires, tied down the mast, and moved
Berheenya ("Virginia" in Spanish) to Alan's mid-town home. As
luck would also have it, the Santana sails had been stored in an unused back bedroom. The original sails were
there along with a nearly new full batten main and 130 jib.
Included in the treasure trove of equipment in the back bedroom was a Porta Potti, anchors, life jackets, and a
three-ring binder. Upon inspection, the binder contained a complete record of the Santana since purchase. It was
picked up by a Tucson sailor on November 21, 1970, at the W.D. Shock Company, 3501 S. Greenville Street,
Santa Ana, California. Judy, Alan's mom, discovered while reading the binder that she had sailed on Berheenya
(Sail #101), long before Alan was born, as a crewmember in a San Carlos, Mexico, regatta. Also of interest was a
bank statement from the Arizona Bank dated April 1982. A former owner had financed the purchase price of
$5,596.39 at 18 percent interest.
Under Alan's care Berheenya underwent a 12-month rehab,
every Saturday for a year. Work included dropping the 550pound swing keel, a new keel cable and pin, chainplates, running rigging, a new companion way and foredeck
hatch. The hull, mast, and trailer were sanded and painted.
In the two years since completion, Alan has sailed Berheenya in three San Carlos Regattas, placing in the PHRF
Non-Spin Fleet and in one Arizona Yacht Club Birthday Regatta. Judy and I took Berheenya to Lake Havasu in
February 2013 for the Pocket Cruisers Convention. What a great time.
The really neat thing about the Santana is it likes a breeze. It will put a rail down and just fly. On the trailer, it is
docile and mannerly --just a good old boat.
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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SEAIQ
by Ed Zacko
For the past several years we have been using Open CPN on our computer as one source of navigation. Open
CPN is a wonderful program but we seldom use it while underway because of the power drain on the computer (3
amps) is greater than our cockpit mounted chart plotter (.3amps). With the advent of the iPad there was always
the question of when/if an iPad (tablet) version of Open CPN would ever evolve. It seems that its time has come
with SEAiq.
It's my Karma that whenever I use a tool, a device, or a computer program for the first time, I manage, in the
first 20 or 30 seconds, to find the one thing it will not do that I absolutely require it to do. So it is with iPad
charting apps. I have several and, while they certainly have stunning charts and the boat follows along quite
nicely, I find them all wanting in one, to me, very important respect: they depend on an Internet connection to
perform certain tasks that I require. But shortly after leaving the dock I lose the Internet signal. And that's when
things become frustrating.
When leaving an area, I like to clear all of my waypoints, store them for possible later use, and load new
waypoints for the area to which I am traveling. On the computer it's a few simple clicks, but on the iPad I am
forced to email them to myself or upload them to the cloud. I cannot see the logic as to why I have to email
something to myself that I already have! Yes, without the Internet you can still accomplish this but it requires
converting the waypoints to a different format, exporting them to Google Earth, then reconverting them to .gpx
format via GPS Babel. Why does something so simple have to be so needlessly complicated? There are more
important things to do on a passage.
Enter SEAiq, a full-featured charting app for either iOS or Android devices. I stumbled on this by accident and am
absolutely thrilled with it.

http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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SEAiq has everything I need to go to sea. The download and install was the usual iPad simplicity. As soon as I
began to use the program I said to my wife, "Whoever wrote this app knows how to navigate and has actually
gone to sea." As I played with the program I realized that I was smiling and thinking, "This is a program that I
can use." Not once did I say, "What on earth were they thinking?"
I found the interface quite intuitive and had very little problem figuring things out. The app user guide was
simple and easy to use. It interfaced smoothly with the app and is surprisingly complete! Whoever wrote the
guide actually assumed that the reader did not know how to use the program.
One outstanding feature about SEAiq is that you can install and run your own charts. This is, to my knowledge,
the only app that allows this. Like its big brother Open CPN, SEAiq runs vector charts, raster charts, the BSBv3
raster, and S57, ENC, and CM93 vector charts. This means that you can install any or all of the NOAA raster and
vector charts as free downloads from NOAA. No small thing. Also, if you have been using C-Map and already
have the CM93 charts, these will install and run smoothly as well.
Making waypoints and routes was simple. When I got to the importing and exporting waypoints stage,
exchanging waypoint files with my computer and iPad was a snap. SEAiq's "Export using iTunes file sharing"
option makes the exchanges drop-dead easy, as it should be. I actually cheered! This feature alone makes me a
convert. Freedom from Internet tyranny. Wow! What a novel idea. Why don't the other apps use this?
SEAiq also has the capability to overlay AIS information on top of your chart via Wi-Fi (not to be confused with
Internet). Many AIS receivers/transceivers now include their own built-in Wi-Fi hub that allows the iPad to
connect to them wirelessly and display the desired info -- in this case, real-time viewing of all AIS targets. You
can also access SEAiq's AIS Sharing program and view targets without having your own AIS receiver, but for this
you must have an Internet connection.
SEAiq will also overlay GRIB weather files on top of the navigation chart. If you access your GRIB file via the
Internet, the GRIB overlay is instant, if you have Internet at that time. Without Internet, all is not lost. You can
still acquire your GRIB file in the usual way using your SSB/Pactor modem combination, once again using the
"import via iTunes file sharing" option. True, it is not as lighting fast as the Internet option but when out of
Internet range you can still do it. The limiting factor is the time it takes the modem to download the file.
SEAiq has the usual assortment of course, distance, ETA, etc., features, plus mariners' tools such as distance
between two points and an adjustable radius around any selected mark. There is also quite a selection of
navigation symbols that can be tagged to any mark or waypoint.
The anchor drag alarm is also rather unique. It is calibrated to show not the boat's position but the position of
the anchor. This way, the boat can swing in the wind without needless alarms going off with every gust. When
the anchor moves, the alarm sounds.
If this is not enough, SEAiq coordinates seamlessly with the ActiveCaptain database, which is an information
database of marinas and port information worldwide.
SEAiq and ActiveCaptain are fully functional without the Internet. What a concept! Ya gotta love them for that!
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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Versions and Pricing: SEAiq is available for iPad, iPhone, or Android. There are three versions of SEAiq: SEAiq
Open (USA) for U.S. navigation -- $24.95. It automatically downloads and installs all vector and raster charts
from the NOAA website.
SEAiq Free for international voyaging --$24.95. It runs CM93 plus the NOAA Charts but you must download and
install the NOAA charts yourself, which is not at all difficult.
SEAiq Pilot ($249) is the professional level version optimized for harbor and river pilots
More information about SEAiq can be found at <http://www.seaiq.com/>. NOAA charts can be downloaded at
<http://www.charts.noaa.gov/RNCs/RNCs.shtml>.
Back To Top

MY LEARNING EXPERIENCE — OFFSHORE PREPARATION
by Steve Christensen
You always hear about the need for thorough preparation before heading offshore. But what do you do when it's
not your boat? How far do you go in questioning the skipper's preparation?
A few years ago I helped a friend of a friend deliver his boat from Ft. Lauderdale to St. Thomas for the start of
his retirement dream in the islands. The boat was a 1978 Perry 47 center cockpit cutter. The skipper had been
living aboard since purchasing the boat the previous year, and had upgraded the boat with new sails, cushions,
professionally installed electronics, gen set, fridge and freezer, and even two air conditioners. What he hadn't
found time to do was to sail the boat much or give it more than a weekend shakedown cruise.
When I reported aboard, the boat had just been checked out by a local rigger and was pronounced ready for sea.
With that reassurance, I limited my inspection to learning the running rigging and systems. After a few days
stuck in harbor, we got tired of waiting and took off motoring across the Gulf Stream into a 25-knot headwind.
The ride was wet and wild and, once at sea, the deck leaked everywhere, soaking our bunks and threatening the
electronics at the nav station. The owner was surprised, saying it hadn't leaked at the dock. Up on deck the wind
finally backed enough for us to sail, but we found out that the boat went to weather like a barge, with a tacking
angle of over 120 degrees. The main winches were so underpowered that it took two of us working together to
sheet-in the genny. And try as we might, we just couldn't get the boat to tack without starting the engine to
motor across the wind. Not once. There was also something wrong with the wind indicator instrument, which was
about 100 degrees out of alignment and had never been calibrated. So we figured we would just use the
masthead Windex to steer close-hauled, but the cockpit enclosure was so big that you couldn't see the masthead
without leaning out of the cockpit and being soaked by the sea spray.
On the fourth day out, the masthead lighting arrestor, which the skipper knew had been a bit loose at the dock,
finally came free and was bashing about the masthead, threatening to break the wind instrument. So we had to
heave-to so the skipper could go aloft in lumpy seas to secure it. Soon after that, one of the deck leaks shorted
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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out the controller for the freezer, leaving us with just the fridge.
One morning, two of us were up during a 30- to 35-knot gale and decided to roll in the staysail after getting
headed. The furler stuck a bit, but with some effort we were able to get it rolled in. Just then the entire staysail - stay, drum, and all -- broke free from the deck and flew across the foredeck, threatening to smash in the cabin
windows. We jumped out of the cockpit, clipped into the jackline, and ran forward to tackle the mess of rigging
and secure it to the side deck -- where it stayed for the balance of the trip. At daylight, when we examined the
mess we found that the turnbuckle at the base of the stay had not been pinned in place, and had simply come
unscrewed with the action of the furling line. I would have thought this was exactly the sort of thing the
"professional" rigger should have caught in his inspection. I then checked the rest of the rigging and found that
the turnbuckles on two of the eight shrouds were also not pinned in place, and had in fact already started to
loosen, potentially threatening the entire rig.
Things were blessedly uneventful from then on. After 10 days of bashing to windward, including 123 engine
hours, we made it to "Highway 65" and turned south for a glorious two days, reaching at more than 7 knots to
the islands. If only the entire delivery had been like that! On the afternoon of the 12th day we made landfall at
St. Thomas, and were anchored in paradise by nightfall.

Since the boat was still sound and nobody was hurt, it qualifies as a successful delivery. But I'll never again
assume a boat is ready for offshore just because someone says so. I still don't know how you go about your own
inspection without offending the owner, but your safety is too important to trust to others.
Back To Top

MAIL BUOY
WHY NO NEW POCKET CRUISERS?
I regularly head to the Toronto Boat Show each spring, mainly to
see the new cruising sailboats on offer. And each year I'm
disappointed. What happened to producing practical, effective
pocket cruisers under 29 feet? Any new boats now, in the 20-foot
range, are really designed to be essentially trailerable daysailers,
with swing keel, probably water ballast, and limited
accommodations and sailing capabilities.
Sailing in the Bay of Quinte and Lake Ontario area, I don't need
the hassle of a 32+ footer with all that heavier gear, anchor, and
increased challenges of docking and hull maintenance. And to
make it even worse, practically all of these newer yachts sacrifice
cockpit and forepeak space for a large main cabin. Yet we spend
the least of our time in the cabin. The forepeak, if in fact it has
been made large enough for a couple to sleep comfortably, won't
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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have a porthole. At night, wouldn't you want to see how you are laying at anchor as that breeze comes up?
You've got to get up and remove the bug screen on the fore hatch or go to the main cabin windows. Bunks under
the cockpit have limited ventilation.
For a couple, and maybe a kid or two, doing the typical summer sailing holiday of one or two weeks in relatively
protected waters, the old pocket cruisers were ideal. Using the Grampian 26, typical of the genre, as an example:
Over six-foot headroom in a practical cabin that will seat four at the table and a quarter berth that can double
as extra storage area.
A huge cockpit that will comfortably seat six, a queen-sized bed in the forepeak (with portholes!) and an
enclosed head and hanging closet.
Large holding and freshwater tanks and an insulated icebox, under a cockpit seat, that will hold 60 pounds of
ice.
From actual experience: a couple can go for six days and six nights without needing a marina. By then the
holding tank is full, the freshwater tank empty, and the ice melted, so no more cold beer!
These yachts generally had solid external keels, were fast and stable, and sometimes just used an outboard for
auxiliary power (easy maintenance.)
So I'll keep going to the boat show in the hope that some day I'll see a new, true, rejuvenated version of a
Grampian 26, Tanzer 26, Aloha 28, C&C 27, Mirage 26, CS 27, or Paceship 27, etc. That is, a new good old boat!
--Brian Credico

BOARDING-LADDER WRAP
I've been pondering how to deal with the dock-to-rail challenge that some guests face boarding my boat and had
been thinking in wood, but didn't really want more wood to deal with as I finally take the boat to Florida in the
fall.
Mike Holtzinger's boarding ladder (November 2013 issue) was the perfect solution -- thanks, Mike. I do have a
concern though. PVC has a very smooth surface and will likely make footing a bit slippery, especially when wet.
To my mind the solution is manila rope. A natural fiber that retains its textured surface, even when wet, seems
perfect. Some folks seem to believe that manila and other natural ropes no longer have a place on boats. Not so.
As a rigger, I handle it a lot on traditional rigs and have found that good manila, with proper care and
understanding, performs just fine. (There is junk manila out there too -- especially the "hardware" grade.)
So, I propose to wrap the middle and outer rails with 1/2-inch manila as Mike did the inner one. I will look into
either synthetic or manila for the inner rail, depending on the chafe factor against the topsides, which I have not
looked into before.
Thanks again, Mike.
--Will Walton

CROSSTREE FRAPPER
Tom Stevens' webpage shows the Halyard Handler ("Silent nights," March 2014) for $125. I found a product
called a "Crosstree Frapper" that achieves the same goal, but costs much less:
http://www.goodoldboat.com/newsletter/14_aprnews95.php#berheenya
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<http://www.svb24.com/en/crosstree-frapper.html> (or Google it).
I ordered two sets last year, and the total cost was $59 including shipping. SVB is in Germany, and I have yet to
find a U.S. distributor, but it's worth the trouble of the international order.
--Jim Mueller

ON THE WATER CHARTGUIDE
As most [Good Old Boat] readers know, since 2005 Mark and I have been writing and publishing cruising guides
for the Intracoastal Waterway, Florida Keys, and Inland Rivers. Our efforts have always been ad-free and more of
a public service project than a commercial enterprise. Well, we're finally making it official! We're now operating
as a non-profit organization with the goal of distributing "Almost Free" cruising and anchoring guides for boaters
transiting the ICW between Hampton Roads, Virginia, and Biscayne Bay, Florida.
We'll continue to first-hand survey and live on the ICW while expanding and revising our "On the Water
ChartGuide" series, which has sold over 12,000 copies since its first "Managing the Waterway" edition. In
addition, our new On the Water ChartGuides Foundation will supplement the print guides, disseminating safety
and educational information about the ICW through electronic media. This will include future ebook editions,
presentations at boating events and by webinar, and free guide updates via RSS, Facebook, and Twitter.
We're very excited about this change and hope the cruising community will be equally enthusiastic. Our guides
are available for only 10 bucks in print or a few bucks in digital. Our new website is
<http://www.OnTheWaterChartGuides.org>.
--Mark and Diana Doyle

WHICH DOLPHIN NIGHT?
First, I love your magazine and look forward to each issue. I also enjoyed the imagery in "Dolphin Night" (March
2014), but Mr. Evans needs to decide: was "Mother Ocean glowing ethereal silver under the full moon (and) stars
without number . . ." or was "the night dark and the sea black"? Thanks for a great read.
--L. Timpson

WHERE'S THAT BLUE WATER?
Just a short note to let you know I really enjoyed the March 2014 issue. Locked in the icy grip of winter, it was
just what I needed. Holding the magazine in my hands and savoring the great pictures provides proof that
warmer weather and blue water will return again.
--Kevin Peters

BOLD RESOLVE
I thoroughly enjoyed Annie Hill's article, "Building a Junk Rig" (March 2014), especially her resolve to actually
move the mast. I cannot imagine myself being that bold.
--Hank Bruse

SKIPPER BILL'S BLOG
I thought you guys might enjoy this newsletter/blog. "Skipper" Bill Holcom has a Catalina 25 in the Bitter End
Marina on Lake Pend Oreille, Idaho. He is a treasure to all of us up here in the Pacific Northwest. He teaches
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sailing classes and navigation classes, and conducts free clinics in anchoring, storm sails, reefing set up, etc., at
the marina for the local Lake Pend Oreille Yacht Club. Read his blog at
<http://www.barnaclebillholcomb.blogspot.com>
--Rob Reed

ON-DEMAND HOT WATER
Three years ago I installed a PrecisionTemp on-demand LP hot water heater on my boat and it works flawlessly.
It was rather expensive, but from a safety and operations point of view it is great. It is power vented and has
several safety features, including redundant solenoids. Easy install. Easy winterization. At the time of my
purchase, I believe it was the only such heater with ABYC approval for marine installs. They are manufactured in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Before purchasing, I toured the plant and was impressed. Check them out at
<http://www.precisiontemp.com>.
--Bill Walker

ISLANDER 36
My wife and I really enjoyed the recent article on the Islander 36 and I would like to add a couple of comments.
The floor plan shown is correct for the 36s produced in the '70s. There were many variations in the cabinetry and
the floor plan was modified in the '80s versions to have an L-shaped galley. Our 1974 vintage sailboat came to
us with a Yacht Specialties pedestal. We have found that sailing with a 115 percent genoa gives us a lot more
latitude in conditions before we have to reef the main. We have owned our 36 for 17 years and truly love her.
--Mike Reed

ANOTHER LESSON LEARNED
Regarding the "Lessons learned" (February 2014 Newsletter), I recall a funny one (although it probably wasn't
funny at the time). My friend Keith and his wife bought a new
boat and on their first cruise decided to make sure the things in
their cabin would be safe. They figured a lock with a key was not
a good idea, since the key could be easily lost, so they went with a combination lock.
The first night of their cruise, they picked up a mooring at a yacht club and went for a meal ashore. They
returned to the boat after dark and discovered they couldn't see the numbers on the combination lock. If they
only had a match -- but they were both nonsmokers. They took the dinghy back to the dock and walked through
town. The only business open was a bar. They had never been in a bar before as they were both teetotalers.
"What can I get you?" said the bartender.
"Could we get a book of matches?" asked the chagrined Keith.
--Don Launer

FAVORITE SAILING TUNES
One of our readers sent a list of favorite sailing tunes he's collected in the hope that others will add to this list.
Write to karen@goodoldboat.com with your additions.
"Sailing" – Christopher Cross
"The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald" – Gordon Lightfoot
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"Come Sail Away" – Styx
"Pirate Flag" – Kenny Chesney
"The Anchor Holds" – Ray Boltz
"Caribbean Clipper" – Glenn Miller
"Sloop John B" – Johnny Hoy and the Bluefish (and others)
"Southern Cross" – Crosby, Stills, and Nash
"Dolphin Dance" – Herbie Hancock
"Knee Deep" – Zac Brown Band
"Sailing with Russell" – Chris Rice
"Pirate Dance" – from the soundtrack to "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying"
"Anchor Me" – The Tenors
"Yacht Club Swing" – Fats Waller
"Crossing the Water" – Bryan Bowers
"Barnacle Bill the Sailor" – Hoagy Carmichael
"Cruising" – Clark Terry Quintet
"Voyagers Blues" (Seaflight CD) – New Horizons
"Brief and Breezy" – Shellie Manne
Back To Top

HOW TO CONTACT US
You can find all of the details on how to contact us on our website.
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